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Once beloved Pacific mascot Tommy Tiger reportedly cheats on Herky the Hornet. On Thursday Night,
Tommy and UC Santa Cruz’s Sammy the Slug were seen at the River Room enjoying a dinner next to
the Calaveras River where they then shared a kiss. Witnesses say that Tommy became very angry and
covered his face as they walked out.
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“I can’t believe love isn’t real, I really thought they were meant for each other,” says Scotty Highlander
of UC Riverside, “It makes me really think that you don’t know someone after all”.
Tiger and Hornet first went public in 2018 with an Instagram post of them in Hawaii posing for a picture
after speculation was spreading on social media. The caption read, “Lovers in Hawaii!” and they
continued to show up to events with one another such as Pacific’s Orange & Black Ball as well as
Sacramento State’s basketball games. Many were rooting for them and even sharing fanpages of their
romance.
Gunrock the Mustang of UC Davis was a big supporter of their love as the founder of the Instagram
page @Tomky4ever. “I fell in love with their love story. Meeting at a basketball game and swooping each
other off of their feet from the beginning was so adorable. It made me feel like I could have that
someday,” says Mustang. He feels betrayed by this news and has already taken down @Tomky4ever with
no intention of speaking to Tiger again.
Tiger, Hornet, and Slug refused to comment.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/bohhv6nizk4mvune9ybce5z7rr7jlc
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Yep, you didn’t misread that title. No clickbait here. After various unconfirmed rumors surrounding
University of the Pacific’s very own Powercat, he was finally caught in the act. After recruiting a few
undercover journalists, they’ve discovered that Powercat is not a cat at all, but a 50 year old man named
Robert who “likes to dress up like a cat”.
What a horrible misuse of trust. When students went missing and orange tufts of fur were collected at
the crime scene, no one blinked an eye when Powercat put out a statement claiming to be a vegetarian
immediately afterwards. When people wished him a happy birthday and he told us he was 23, we
ignored records proving the presence of a tiger mascot existing since 1914! How many more lies will
Powercat continue to feed us? When will the attack on student trust end?!
In a completely reasonable decision by people who were definitely not just myself, a journalist snuck
into the latest Pacific game, knowing he’d be there. Originally, they intended to bombard him with
questions about the rumored entanglement with a certain Delta College Mustang (whose name we won’t
release for privacy concerns), and instead were shocked to see the tiger unmask himself.
I mean, they weren’t expecting a Tony the Tiger level appearance but this? A major disappointment to
everyone who believed our Powercat to be family. He won us over with his charming personality, his
student pride, and glossy coat of fur, only to betray us in the worst way possible: by not being an actual
tiger. He declined to comment not only on the rumors, but also about the lies he was hiding under a
mask.
What else will he lie about? Who else will he hurt? We will continue to follow this story closely and
keep everyone informed after this shocking event.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/5e2aq066f90bbhvgahojp1ruydrq4z
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Qualifications
Doctorate degree in philosophy and/or in business management, or related field
At least 5 years of teaching experience at the secondary level
Must have influencer management experience (applicants with clients of 100k+ social media
followers are ideal)
https://www.thepacifican.com/news/8rwb3f3tleox8jxqepbq263l3ike0q
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Multiple publications in the field of consciousness, namely, epistemology and metaphysics.
Ability to work collaboratively and independently
Responsibilities
Have a 4:4 teaching load on brand development, history of consciousness, and other related
subjects, as applicable
Be social media manager for Pacific’s official Instagram account, @universityofthepacific
Serve as a recruitment officer for the dwindling history department (if enrollment does not increase
by 300% in the coming academic year, you will be demoted to School Mascot)
Publish original research frequently; 2 articles/year and 1 book/3 years
Serve as a Care Manager for your students and advisees (mental health support and services are
not covered in our health insurance plans)
Benefits
Free admission to all home games
12% discount from all items at the University Center
Free printing of class materials
1 university sweatshirt and polo upon appointment (shipping not covered)
$1,000 life insurance voucher to be received upon confirmation of death
To apply for this position, please go to Fistbump, and upload your resume and cover letter.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/8rwb3f3tleox8jxqepbq263l3ike0q
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A campus wide announcement was dispatched throughout the university informing students that the
library will be undergoing new renovations. According to the university, the first floor will be
completely remodeled. Faculties and students have expressed concerns over the newly released
blueprints of the library.
Professor Lena Keruption, the Professor of Librarial Studies, stated that “it seems a bit concerning that
the university is choosing to add books to the library given the new digital age. We have computers now.
Why do we need books anymore?”
In fact, the entire floor of the library seems as though it’s going to be dedicated entirely to housing
books. The walls will be covered with bookshelves, leading many to wonder whether this space is being
used efficiently.
Abigail Lier, Business (‘23), said that she “personally didn’t see the merit in having a library full of
books because the only people who would need them are like English majors.” This does raise more
questions about who this change truly benefits.
Another student Darren Eyediot, Finance (‘25), says that “a library full of books will not make the
university any money.” Libraries should be functional for everyone, including the university itself. Plus,
there’s the frightening thought that the campus Starbucks may be removed and replaced with free books.
(Feel free to audibly gasp)
With more concern coming through about whether or not this change will be beneficial for Pacific
students, the administration has released another statement saying they have a committee full of
administration (none of who have experience in teaching) that are re-examining the choice to renovate.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/qnypbk3yzupvu9k7ul754qytlcb8fj
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Students walking through campus this morning were rather surprised to see a haggard, lanky man
attempting to blow air into a huge inflatable whale. Upon closer inspection, it turned out this man was
Dr. Geoffrey Whole, Pacific English professor and whale aficionado.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/z9ixfu62i3z1tf4tvitxhqr267ucjb
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Student-athlete Chiara Hurn, Speech-Language Pathology, ‘24, reports that she saw Dr. Whole on the
DUC lawn as early as 7:00 this morning, while she was heading to practice. “I saw this huge, lumpy
swath of blue plastic on the lawn, and at first I thought that maybe Student Life was setting something
up for today. But I got closer and realized that it was a professor, and the piece of plastic was a life-sized
inflatable whale. He was wheezing a little, and his face was all red. When I asked him if he was alright,
he just nodded and continued blowing air into the whale.” After commenting about the strange incident
to her teammate, who is an English major, Hurn discovered that the man was Dr. Whole.
The Pacifican wanted to find out why a professor with such a busy schedule would take his time
blowing up a life-sized inflatable whale. We reached out to one of Dr. Whole’s colleagues and friends,
Dr. Korinn Basch, professor of literature at Georgetown University. Dr. Basch explained how an incident
at a conference years ago changed her friend irrevocably.
“In 2009, Dr. Whole was presenting his research at an interdisciplinary conference on early America,
and I dropped in to see him. Now, you have to understand; Geoff is a new academic at this time.
Important people in his field are there. This is big for him. But during his presentation, one of the
scholars who was his advisor in his Ph.D. program stands up and starts bashing his work, heckling him.
He tells Geoff that it doesn’t matter how much he publishes, or that he has a tenure track job, because
he’ll never fulfill the promise he made when he started the program. What was the promise, you ask?
Well, in our first year of grad school, Geoff and some friends had a small get-together. One of the friends
dares him to buy his advisor an inflatable whale as a gift, since they both love the novel Moby Richard.
Geoff doesn’t back down, and does it. Once it's delivered, Geoff’s advisor becomes enraged. ‘How could
you buy me an inflatable whale without blowing it up?’ he asks.”
Dr. Basch sighs.
“Geoff thought that the incident with the whale was far behind him. And who wouldn’t think so? I mean
the conference was in 2009, and the bet itself was all the way back in 2002. But every year since then,
he’s been trying to blow up that whale.”
After reading a moving essay on nihilism written by one of his students, Dr. Whole was persuaded and
agreed to an interview as well.
“I just…the air keeps escaping through the blowhole and I can’t go to another conference again until I
do this. It just means a lot to me,” he said. As an act of gratitude for his gracious interview, The
Pacifican gave Dr. Whole an air pump so that he could finally complete his task, and end the “madness
maddened.”
Herman Melville, who started all of this nonsensical behavior in the first place, declined to comment,
despite multiple attempts to contact him from beyond the grave.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/z9ixfu62i3z1tf4tvitxhqr267ucjb
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Dixie N. and Huge J. have just won the ASuop election as write-in candidates! This win is legendary and
will undoubtedly go down as the most important election in history. Students wanted to vote for a ticket
that was diverse, inclusive, and progressive. Dixie and Huge had just what they wanted! Dixie says that
“this win was unexpected to most but very expected to both Huge and myself. We had our futures read
by Susanna who lives behind In-In-Out and she said that we had a lot of potential.” In an exclusive
interview with Susanna, she mentioned that the weather for the next week would be “mostly cloudy” and
that she “doesn’t remember anyone named Dixie or Huge.” Let this be a reminder to all students that you
can live your dreams and find the path of least resistance to success! It has been said that the
“legitimate” candidates are devastated by this turn of events but only rumors have been confirmed. They
have not been seen in at least 18 hours. Susanna claims to have seen them, so take that as you will.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/eyphbfi1f7hm9qas3ull866katlspz
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It’s been 4 weeks since a new shipment of cream cheese has arrived at Grocery Outlet store #218742 in
Stockton, California. University of the Pacific students are feeling the pain of being cream cheese-less.
Students and faculty members have taken to listening to sad Adele songs on the DUC lawn while they
draw pictures of bagels on the sidewalk in chalk. One anonymous Pacifican claims that “...some of these
drawings are not in sidewalk chalk, they are in spray paint. Good luck removing them. I wish I had
cream cheese.” This claim has yet to be substantiated with evidence but 24 cans of orange spray paint
were recently found in a recycling bin. PSA: only put recycling in the recycling bins, don’t put trash in.
Grocery Outlet has yet to respond to our fervent messages begging for cream cheese but others have
stepped up. The local collegiate catering source “Enjoy your meal” has stated that “butter is a great
substitute for cream cheese on bagels. Students should have no problem buying butter at $17 per stick
with their exorbitantly large meal plans.” It is unknown why this cream cheese shortage has happened
but some have speculated that it is due to a rapid increase in the popularity of potato salad. The author
wishes it to be made clear that they have yet to find a potato salad recipe that actually contains cream
cheese. Please contact 18000ineedcreamcheese@gmail.com if you find one.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/ncm23otvqtr9u9pjh0n58q88i4w84m
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On older campuses such as the University of the Pacific, it should be no surprise that ghosts reside all
over campus. With the campus itself being around one hundred years old, there has been plenty of time
for many ghosts to take up residence.
“The ghost community is quite large here at UOP," said Harold, who is currently the resident ghost of
the DUC. "It's a very close community that I am proud to be a part of."
The University of the Pacific is currently home to 999 different ghosts, each occupying different areas of
the campus. Yet, despite the large number of ghosts already residing here, they are still looking for more.
"We're always looking for more ghosts to join us," said Susan, the ghost of the university library. "It's
true that there's already 999 of us here, but that doesn't mean there isn't room for 1,000."
Susan declined to comment on whether or not the University ghosts are doing anything to try to add to
the number of ghosts already on campus; but Jimothy, the ghost of the WPC, said that they "tried to get
existing ghosts to relocate to UOP" but were unsuccessful. "But we still haven't given up," Jimothy
continued. "We're still trying, and I'm sure that we will succeed eventually, even if we have to make new
ghosts ourselves."
But, as for now, there remains only 999 ghosts occupying the University of the Pacific.

https://www.thepacifican.com/news/1wx0xvm8vs5n5h23hhtzjg8qcm5445
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Hey everyone! It’s Chelsea back again with a new edition of Chelsea’s Corner, always here to answer
your questions or to give you advice on all your life problems. Let’s see what we have this week!
Q: “Hey Chelsea, someone closed the gate on me, and now I'm stuck here in the garden. How do I
get out? Help! -Silvia the UOP Snail”
CI: Hi Silvia! Wow! That is a predicament! I would say to go under the gap of the fence! I’m sure you
are small enough to fit through. I’ll also call Public Safety to get you out!

https://www.thepacifican.com/lifestyles-wellness/vch3dm31fp9zvchenjj5eb22z23wh2
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Q: “Hey Chelsea! I love Chelsea’s Corner and I'm a huge fan! My question is that I sneak into the
lair every night and make myself 7 hamburgers for dinner. Should I tell the staff?”
CI: Hi! Thank you for the question, I love all my fans! As for your question, yes, you should definitely
tell the staff and maybe you can all have a big dinner with each other! Or you could get in huge trouble!
Either way, those 7 hamburgers sound delicious.
Q: “Hi Chelsea, I wanted to buy 12 cans of Red Bull at The Grove, but they wouldn't let me.
What's this about an 'unhealthy amount of caffeine intake?' -a concerned music major”
CI: Hiya concerned music major! An ‘unhealthy amount of caffeine intake’ is described as ‘intaking an
unhealthy amount of caffeine’ (Webster Dictionary). Instead of buying 12 cans of red bull, I would
suggest taking a sip of the Calaveras River! That will definitely keep you awake for years.
Q: “Hey Chelsea, I have a friend (not me) who is in love with their friend. They love the way their
friend makes them (my friend, not me) feel and they always want to be with them. What should II mean my friend (who is not me) do? PS my friend is real and definitely not me
CI: Hi! Aw, your friend sounds like they’re in love! I would say to go for it! What do they have to lose?
We only live once and when you find someone you love, you should always go for it :)
Q: ‘Hey Chelsea, are there any UOP secrets not many people on campus know about? -a uop
treasure hunter”
CI: Yes, there are so many! Meet me at 37.9808° N, 121.3086° W at 14:59:22 on Saturday April 2nd,
2022 to find them out.
Thank you all for your questions and if you have any, please email
hichelseaidontknowwhatimdoing@gmail.com to send in your own!

https://www.thepacifican.com/lifestyles-wellness/vch3dm31fp9zvchenjj5eb22z23wh2
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Beethoven could have composed Fur Elise, but he could never photoshop himself climbing on the side
of Burns Tower. Who has accomplished that feat? Look no further than Ealaph Tabbaa, Music
Performance, ‘23, as he promotes his art form of the bassoon through another art form: graphic design.
As Tabbaa prepared for his junior recital, he promoted this event through various photos of him: hiding
in the bushes, as Homer Simpson hiding in bushes, hiding in the bushes again, as a Five Nights at
Freddy’s character, on the side of Burns Tower, and more. Read on to see the making of these legendary
photos.
Chelsea Igtanloc (CI): How did you come up with your poster ideas?
Ealaph Tabbaa (ET): I mainly had the mindset to make what I thought was funny or would grab my
attention. Everyone has seen pretty and professional posters, so why not make something strange. I also
had some help from a few friends along the way like on the Simpsons and Burns tower ones.
CI: How do these pictures describe yourself?
ET: I don't try to take myself too seriously and I think the pictures show that pretty well. Classical music
tends to take itself really seriously, and I wanted to make it fun. I still took the music really seriously but
not the advertising.
https://www.thepacifican.com/lifestyles-wellness/7zp3gmj6150hgg1ov80n66lm6ah8uw
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CI: How has the reception been from people who have seen them?
ET: People loved it. I got so many replies to my stories of friends telling me how hyped they were for the
recital. People were stopping me around campus telling me how much they loved the posters. I think I
can confidently attribute a good amount of the audience attendance to my posters.
CI: How was your recital?
ET: It went great! I was really nervous going into it because I had a lot of really hard music to play, but
it ended up going well. I played well and people liked it so that's a success in my book.
If you would like to see more of Tabbaa’s content, follow his fan account
@ealaphs_hair_in_various_lights!

https://www.thepacifican.com/lifestyles-wellness/7zp3gmj6150hgg1ov80n66lm6ah8uw
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I was incredibly fortunate that two of my years at Pacific have been online. I didn’t need to spend gas
money commuting to school. I didn’t even have to leave my room. But now that we are back in person,
I’ve been commuting almost every day except Fridays. I developed a rhythm of listening to music and
picking the right time to start my 47 min drive from Turlock to Stockton. I’ve actually become
accustomed to commuting.
So, why is it that it now costs me fifty dollars every time I pay for gas?
https://www.thepacifican.com/opinion/5c2px9s1vcgh8ehp31qp21dn27k4c9
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Let’s be fair and say that California is a pricey state. We already paid a lot of gas based on our high gas
taxes and the efforts made to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. According to the New York Times’s
article “U.S. Gas Prices Are Coming Back Down, but Not in California,” the record gas prices “appeared
to be linked to a disruption in the state’s gasoline supply chain.” We are also recovering from the
pandemic, leading to more people driving and commuting. This has changed the supply and demand of
gas throughout the state.
Several people have been conserving their gas. My parents encouraged me not to take any road trips,
which is why I stayed home over spring break. Apparently, the AC in my car also burns through the gas,
so I have resorted to rolling down my windows whenever convenient. But summer is slowly creeping
up, which means I might have to stay indoors in order to enjoy the sweet non-guilt of cool air.
I am also trying to save up for a car. I used to go on drives just to clear my mind for my mental health.
But I literally can’t afford to deal with my panic attacks anymore. I know I have to limit my travel only
for essential places because I need enough mileage to get me to Stockton and back. Even with my
Costco card, it still feels like I’m being robbed at gunpoint every time I stop for gas.
So here’s to hoping that I either leave California in the next couple months or that the price of gas at
least goes back to a nice crisp four dollars per gallon.

https://www.thepacifican.com/opinion/5c2px9s1vcgh8ehp31qp21dn27k4c9
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On March 21, 2022, the University of the Pacific sent an email to the Pacific community stating that the
mask mandate would be lifted on March 25, 2022 due to “consistently low positivity rates.” This
mandate had previously been in place for the entirety of the 2021-2022 school year. The email states that
mandatory weekly COVID testing will also end. Members of the Pacific community can continue to test
if they want to. These seemingly sudden changes in policy from the University make one wonder what
was keeping cases down in the first place and if it is a good idea to remove mandatory masking and
mandatory testing at the same time.
The Mayo Clinic clearly states that wearing facemasks helps to slow the spread of COVID-19. We have
been having low positivity rates because of all of the school's prevention measures put together. This
includes but is not limited to: hand washing, vaccinations, social distancing, and masking. Since
masking is a key tool that we are actively using to prevent the spread of COVID, I disagree with the
decision to revoke the mandate. It seems like the school is removing a key piece of armor against the
virus. Many students have just returned from a spring break off campus and end of the year preparations
are underway. This is not a convenient time to get sick, no time is. It is possible that masks helped us
achieve “low positivity rates” and that the removal of masks will lead to higher positivity rates.

https://www.thepacifican.com/covid19/7xazqwscpufk0kjlgimpozsx4npud8
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The University of the Pacific has also chosen to remove mandatory weekly COVID testing at the same
time as they removed the mask mandate. Pacific used their on campus testing outcomes to identify how
many people were tested and how many confirmed positives there were. I assume that these weekly tests
are how the University was able to say that there has been “consistently low positivity rates” at the
Stockton campus. How will the University be able to accurately identify if their removal of the mask
mandate is somehow still protecting students? The simple answer is they won’t. Students and
community members can still get tested if they want to. We will probably see a decrease in numbers of
people who get tested and therefore will also see a decrease in the number of confirmed positive cases.
This decrease could lead our community to falsely believe that the COVID-19 pandemic is prematurely
over.
I agree that returning to “normal” is important and I really miss seeing all of my classmates' faces in
lectures and labs. However, that nice sentiment is not more important than community health. I disagree
with the University of the Pacific’s decision to remove both mandatory masking and mandatory testing
at the same time. This decision to move back to a pre-pandemic normal would have made more sense if
the University had removed either the mask mandate or the testing mandate and then provided a buffer
period of a few weeks to gauge cases and reactions.
I will continue to wear my mask in class and around people who are not in my bubble even though the
mask mandate has been removed. Personally, I have yet to witness a student who was not wearing their
mask in class. We can only hope at this point that every member of the Pacific community will make the
informed decision to protect themselves in the best way possible.

https://www.thepacifican.com/covid19/7xazqwscpufk0kjlgimpozsx4npud8
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Before the invasion, most Americans knew very little to nothing of the politics of eastern Europe. It is a
poor region, with the history of the soviet union that still heavily influences it. Most importantly,
Russia’s goals for Ukraine. Goals that have seemed harder to obtain than Putin realized.
It has now been weeks since Russia has invaded and yet they have flopped every step of the way. They
have recently lost territory around the area of Kyiv, the Ukrainian capital. Tanks and trucks run out of
gas, and soldiers are resorting to asking for gas money and food from Ukrainian citizens. Meanwhile,
Russian forces have been receiving hostilities from said Ukrainian citizens, thrusting the Ukrainian
identity into the world stage.
But why would Russia, a country 28 times bigger, care about Ukraine? Well like most conflicts, there are
two answers: the one Russia gives, and the truth.
Russia claims that they are liberating Ukraine from the United States and NATO imperialism. They
claim that the Revolution of Dignity in 2014 was a hostile coup by the USA to spread NATO forces to
https://www.thepacifican.com/news/neg8q2u34bc0lg9f9lu3mvvp9cl2xt
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Russia’s border. Any student of history will recognize this strategy as it’s easy to justify an invasion if
you play the victim. They have called their invasion during its process the “de-nazification of Ukraine”.
Despite no evidence of NATO and The United States' involvement in The Revolution of Dignity, the
Ukrainian government has never been “Nazified.” In fact, the government has never been more
supported until now.
The Revolution of Dignity was a revolt and eventually an overthrow of the Ukrainian government. It
started when former President Viktor Yanukovych refused to sign a political association and free trade
agreement with the European Union. President Yanukovych then decided to make stronger ties to
Russia and the Eurasian Economic Union, which is under Russian influence. These protests had huge
repercussions: the government was overthrown, and the annexation of Crimea by Russia, which is a part
of Ukraine. Following this, Russia was kicked out of the G8, becoming the G7, and a bunch of tariffs
and embargoes.
Russia has also used an old fashion imperialist talking point: the Blood and Soil argument. They claim
that the Donbas region, an area in Ukraine closest to the Russian border, has Russian people and should
be brought back into Russian hands. Invaders have used this argument many times. Hitler, for example,
used the same excuse to invade Austria and Czechoslovakia. It is also worth noting that Russia has been
caught funding and supporting Pro-Russian Separatist groups in the Donbas Region. It is also important
to remember that Ukraine gave up its nuclear weapons with the promise, from Russia, to not invade
barely 30 years ago.
But Russia is lying when they say these talking points, to the surprise of no one. Ukraine is very
different from Russia; despite their languages being similar, they have developed separate identities and
cultures. But last time Ukraine was under Russian control and influence, it went horribly for Ukraine.
During the Stalin era of the Soviet Union, Stalin committed genocide against Ukraine. He engineered a
man-made famine in the Ukraine region after Ukrainians started to become rebellious toward the Soviet
government.
Millions died in what we call today: The Holodomor. The Soviet government suppressed all information
about the mass starvation and Ukraine wasn’t even allowed to teach this history until the late eighties
when the Soviet Union finally acknowledged it. So, while The Holodomor happened a few generations
ago, the memory of learning what Russia did to Ukraine is still very prominent in the Ukrainian people.
Slava Ukraini!
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Personal Statement Regarding
Senate Meeting Article
In light of recent criticism, I have decided to review my recent article on the April 11th Senate Meeting.
My intention was to capture the tension at the ASuop Senate meeting. I understand that my wording can
be construed as inflammatory and biased, and I apologize. I hope that this incident can afford all
involved an opportunity to understand the magnitude of our school’s current climate. I take full
responsibility for the article. Moving forward, I will not participate in elections coverage articles.
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Official Statement Regarding
Election Coverage
As Editor in Chief of The Pacifican, it is my duty to ensure that we consistently produce high quality
journalism with integrity, ethics, and, most importantly, truth and objectivity. This election cycle has
reinforced the critical nature of this task, and has also taught us how to learn and grow from our
mistakes. Currently, we are working with our advisor to modify our constitution and prevent such
conflicts of interest in the future.
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Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson being sworn in as a Justice of the Supreme Court

Let’s talk about the former judge, now justice, Ketanji Brown Jackson.
On April 7th, 2022, Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson was confirmed as a justice on the Supreme Court in a
53-47 decision. She will be replacing Stephen Breyer, who announced he was retiring back in January.
Biden is upholding his campaign promise, which makes her the first Black woman to sit on the supreme
court.
According to the official White House website, Judge Jackson has an impressive resume. She graduated
magna cum laude (with great distinction) from Harvard University and then attended Harvard Law
School. She has been a public defender and a Supreme Court clerk. She was also the Vice Chair of the
U.S. Sentencing Committee and a Judge on the U.S. Supreme Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.
Overall, an extremely impressive resume that details how Judge Jackson has dedicated her life to justice
and upholding the law.
During her confirmation hearing, Judge Jackson fielded questions about her sentencing decisions,
specifically when it came to pedophiles and terrorists. Some senators considered her too lenient on these
cases, despite the fact that her record disproves otherwise. One topic that remained a large part of the
debate was when Judge Jackson was asked to define “woman.” Judge Jackson questioned the relevance
of the topic, which seemed to be a theme throughout the entire hearing.
Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson has already had an impressive career dedicated to remaining fair and
impartial when it comes to the laws of this country. She has made her entire family proud by being the
first Black female justice on the Supreme Court. In my previous article on the confirmation of Amy
Coney Barrett, I wrote about how important representation on the Supreme Court is and how diversity
should be more important than the amount of justices. I hope Justice Jackson continues to serve herself
and her community.
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A new role has been created within the division of Pacific’s finances and operations: chief financial
officer (CFO). James Walsh will assume the role of CFO on May 16th, 2022.
Walsh has spent 17 years in higher education at MIT, Brandies, and Tufts; at Tuft’s, Walsh (in
collaboration with partners at the Tufts campus) led parts of the implementation of a new enterprise level
budget system and web-based financial reporting. Walsh says, “This combination has led to efficiency,
clarity, and transparency in budgets and forecasts, which has had a significantly positive impact at
[Tufts].”
As Walsh notes, the responsibilities outlined in the role of CFO are not inherently new to Pacific. Rather,
it is more a splitting of obligations; “Currently… Kevin Mullen (the vice president for business and
finance since 2014)...oversees both finances and operations at Pacific,” says Walsh. As CFO, Walsh will
oversee the areas of finance and Kun Mullen will oversee operations as chief operating officer (COO).
Overseeing finance entails the following: “student business services, budget, treasury and investments,
payroll, accounts payable, financial reporting, procurement, sponsored programs accounting and ecommerce.” Accompanying overseeing financial operations is the pursuing of the 10 year goal that
President Callahan made in his inaugural address: “to make Pacific the nation’s best student-centric,
comprehensive university within 10 years.”
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While the outlining of the new CFO position is critical for students to have knowledge of, getting to
know Walsh better is of equal importance.
Jasmin Prasad (JP): What drew you to University of the Pacific?
James Walsh (JW): It’s distinguished history and the opportunity to apply my broad experience to lead
and support Pacific’s goal of being the leading student-focused comprehensive university in the nation in
10 years. President Callahan has assembled an outstanding leadership team, an important draw for me.
JP: Is there anything that you look forward to in working with the broader Pacific community?
JW: I look forward to the opportunities to work with and support everyone in the Pacific community. It
is the interactions, partnerships, and collaborations with community members, including: students,
faculty, school, college, and university leadership, regents, and staff that make working in higher
education so rewarding.
JP: What experiences/accomplishments are you proud of? How do you feel this will help you in your
new position?
JW: I have been very fortunate to have worked with so many wonderful colleagues in my 17 years in
higher education. We have worked on strategic and tactical projects to evolve systems, processes, and
organizations to meet mission-based goals and provide excellent service and support. I am proud of my
collaborations with many people across the three universities I worked at…I will be joining an
outstanding leadership team assembled by President Callahan, and I feel that my collaborative
experiences will serve well in my role as CFO.
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Mathew Lin is a guest writer. He is a senior history major and public history minor, and is interested in
the history of revolution in politics 19th century Europe.
On March 22nd, the University of the Pacific held an “X-Boundaries: Understanding Ukraine” event to
discuss the global impact of the Ukraine conflict. The event was an interdisciplinary talk featuring:
Margarita Kuranova, MediaX ‘23, a student from Ukraine who shared the story of her family who
still resides within the country.
Dr. Sharmila King and Dr. Manizha Sharifova (both from the Department of Economics) who
analyzed the economic backlash of the war.
Dr. Dan O’Neil (Political Science, School of International Studies), who focused on China’s
position in the conflict and how they have benefited from Russia’s engagement.
Dr. Susan Sample (Political Science) who focused on how the international conflict changed the
nature of Russia’s position as a world power.
Dr. Andreas Agocs (History), who discussed historical grievances aired by the involved countries
and the historical parallels that they played in the culmination of the Russian invasion.
https://www.thepacifican.com/opinion/aqf8g8pqeasswghlz1kkycucjr47zt
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A fervent dialog broke out in the second half of the talk, as many Pacific students hailing from Ukraine
and other parts of Eastern Europe shared their thoughts on the situation. One of those students, Gleb
Vashkevich, MediaX ‘24, voiced ardent opinions on the first hand accounts of events in Ukraine, as well
as the validity of the sanctions imposed by U.S President Joe Biden. Dr. Arturo Giraldez, who is a
professor of Spanish and an economic historian, also described the crisis happening in New York, where
the backlash of the war is creating dire social straits on basic necessities.

Dr. Andreas Agocs, Professor of History

During an interview with panelist Dr. Andreas Agocs, he discusses the concept of Russia’s historical
grievances and the role it played in previous European conflicts as well as today's current conflict. He
notes that the 1919 Treaty of Paris was to create a new world order, but did not resolve the turmoil in
the wake of WWI. Later in the year 1933, the rise of Adolf Hitler was not met with direct intervention,
as is similarly happening with Putin currently. In the 1938 Munich Agreement, Neville Chamberlain and
Edouard Daladier, Prime Ministers of England and France respectively, allowed Hitler to annex parts of
Czechoslovakia in an attempt to maintain global peace. They believed this would appease him and
prevent him from attempting to take over Europe. Yet, like Hitler did in WWII when he destroyed the
post 1919 world order, Putin has also destroyed the post Cold War order.
On the issue of Biden’s actions in Ukraine, Dr. Agocs believes the President is taking the Cold War
approach of containment as opposed to Chamberlain’s strategy of appeasement. Biden’s actions have
taken a stance leaning toward preventing Soviet expansion. The USSR never stepped beyond their
sphere of influence in their holdings of Europe between 1944-1949, when Russia preferred to stay
behind their Iron Curtain. Now Putin is overstepping traditional geographic borders in invading the
fully-sovereign country of Ukraine.
According to Dr. Agocs, the international order has significantly shifted. The confrontation now will
bring about a rethinking of the world order and redefine the role of international bodies such as NATO
and the European Union.
https://www.thepacifican.com/opinion/aqf8g8pqeasswghlz1kkycucjr47zt
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Current world circumstances show us the importance of European history. We have seen from the
multiple examples above the relevance of these events to the current Ukrainian crisis. Dr. Agocs
mentions that he will be teaching “History 113: Europe Since 1945” in the Fall 2022 semester, which
covers important background to the Ukraine conflict including: the end of the Cold War, the role of
Russia and the European Union, migration, 9/11 and terrorism, and enviornmental issues such as
Chernobyl.

Gleb Vashkevich 24’ at the Understanding Ukraine: X-boundaries event

I also interviewed panel attendee Gleb Vashkevich, who is Belarusian and Ukrainian. The war started in
the evening while he was still able to call his family. On the second day of the outbreak of the war,
https://www.thepacifican.com/opinion/aqf8g8pqeasswghlz1kkycucjr47zt
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Vashkevich’s neighborhood in downtown Kyiv was bombed. His family managed to flee the country to
Italy after a fourteen hour bus ride into Lithuania. Currently, many Ukrainian airports have been bombed
by Russian troops. There are no other air travel options currently available for Ukrainian civilians. The
only ways for travel in and out of Ukraine are long distance bus rides to Lithuania and Poland, or use of
personal cars.
Vashkevich believes that the humanitarian angle was not explored very well at the X-Boundaries event.
While he agreed that the expertise of the professors was helpful in understanding Ukraine, he and others
felt that there should have been more student representation on the panel. Vashkevich stated that “it is
very important that they allow Ukrainian students to share their stories.” Gleb elaborated that there
should have been more emphasis on how people's lives have been affected by the events. The turnout of
Ukrainian and Eastern European students was large, but the time constraints unfortunately did not allow
the students to share their perspectives.
Vashkevich also mentions that to understand the conflict in Ukraine one must go back to 2014 during the
initial Russo-Ukrainian war. Russia’s initial success in annexing Crimea encouraged further aggression
against Ukraine and other Eastern European countries. There was a lack of response from the U.S.
According to Vashkevich, Biden and the Pentagon had announced the invasion to the public. American
intelligence had knowledge of the imminent attack and chose the safer side of instilling sanctions and
sending relief aid. Vashkevich criticizes Biden for not leading sanctions upon hearing of the impending
invasion. Many of Gleb’s family members expected that Ukraine would be able to join NATO and be
protected by possible Russian invasion.
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Italian kindergarteners welcome Vashkevich’s cousin as he comes to school, demonstrating their support
for Ukraine.

Vashkevich noted that in terms of refugee aid, America is being outcompeted by Poland and Lithuania.
The statistics indicated that most Eastern European countries have sheltered more refugees than the
States. He adds that Biden ought to accept more refugees, considering how prominent of a world power
America is. Similarly, President Zelensky, in addition, has requested for Biden to “close the sky over
Ukraine,” yet this has not resulted in consequential results.
Gleb is very grateful to Lithuania and Poland for all the relief efforts that they have contributed.
Lithuania is a small country; They have accepted 1 million refugees into their borders, while the country
itself is only populated at 2 million. Many arms and volunteers have traveled to Ukraine to support the
war effort.
“Ukraine is not just fighting for themselves, but for the entirety of democracy. Should they [Ukraine]
fall, the entire democratic world will fall.” - Gleb Vashkevich
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